IS-6000C

Mailing System

The Right Choice for High-Volume Mailing

BACKED BY
THE EXPERTS
Gartner, IDC,
Forrester, and Aspire

EXPERIENCE
A rich history
of world-class
leadership

PROVEN RESULTS
97% customer
satisfaction
rate

EXPERTISE
7 trillion
personalised
experiences annually

How We Reduce
Our Environmental
Footprint:
• Quadient limits the machine
weight and the amount of raw
materials used for production.
• The volume of our packaging
is kept to a minimum and is
100% recyclable cardboard.
• Packaging represents less than
0% of the total weight of the
packed product.
• The user-friendly sleep
mode helps reduce energy
consumption.

Mailing, shipping and accounting in
one powerful system
Simple, ergonomic operations
The IS-6000c is designed with the operator in mind. At a first glance, you will
notice all mailing operations are controlled from the same area, creating the
ideal ergonomic workspace. The modular and flexible design of this system
allows operators to adjust and place components within an arm’s reach,
minimising the range of motion, providing optimal work-flow and comfort.
• The height adjustable 15” touch screen moves backwards and forwards,
swivels left and right, and moves up and down, providing a comfortable
working environment for all of the operators using this system.
• All screens display large descriptive buttons and prompts, making
navigation a breeze. Cool shades of blue minimise eye strain and fatigue.
Operators can create rate shortcuts, rate favourites, and customised menu
keys, all on the home screen.
• The added comfort of a full keyboard will help improve usage of account
and departmental set ups.

• We develop our products to
ensure a minimum recyclability
rate of 75%.

MyQuadient is a unique online application that provides instant
access to all of the services and supplies you need to realise the
full potential of your mailing solution. MyQuadient is suited for
any size mailroom, from
small offices to multi-site
organisations.
Ship, manage, control,
report, diagnose, and
purchase supplies through
a single online tool - it’s all
right at your fingertips.
To find out more, visit
www.myquadient.com

1. External Weighing Technology
with differential weighing makes
processing mixed-sized items easy

2. Full Keyboard
the added comfort of a full keyboard
makes set up and mail processing a breeze
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3. 15” Colour Touch-Screen
adjustable screen position provides maximum
comfort for all operators

4. Integrated Automatic Label Dispenser prints
labels for items under 500 grams that
cannot fit into the Mixed-Mail Feeder
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7. Self Aligning Mixed-Size Mail Feeder
provides reliable processing of mixedsize mail without the need to presort

• Easily track mailing expenses from
anywhere at anytime

• Analyse mailing activity by
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6. Dynamic Scale
automatically categorises mail
based on shape and weight

5. Integrated Print Head
designed as part of the Mail'n
Ship Station and guaranteed to
last the life of the system

• Boost open rates with personalised
mail pieces

• Get creative with seasonal

department and reconcile expenses

slogans, business messages, event

to the penny

information and more

• Simply create a compliant return
address in one click

SPECIFICATIONS
Operational efficiency

Online management

Speed (batch processing)

Up to 260 lpm

Postal rate change downloads

Yes

Dynamic weighing speed

Up to 140 lpm

Low ink email alerts

Yes

15” control panel

Colour touch screen

View postage usage online (₤, pieces)

Yes

Maximum envelope thickness

20mm

Advanced reporting

Yes

Label dispenser

Automatic

System dimensions

(L x D x H)

Preset jobs
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Mailing system with catch tray

150 x 64 x 36

Connection type

LAN, WiFi

Mailing system with dynamic scale
and catch tray

198 x 64 x 36

Power conveyor stacker

102 x 36 x 30

Adjustable control panel height

84cm

Mail quality and security
Advertising slogans

8 standard

Mail class automatically printed

Yes

Incoming mail date stamp

Yes

Adjustable water flow for sealer

Yes

Peripherals

Budget optimisation
Account reporting and control

Up to 500 depts

Neofunds®

Yes

Quadient Mail Accounting Software (9999 depts)

Optional

Permanent print head

Yes

Ultra-high-capacity ink tank

Yes

Dymanic scale

Optional

Weighing platforms

3, 5, 10, 30kg

Differential weighing

Optional

Barcode scanner

Optional

USB mass storage

Optional

External USB report printer

Optional

WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED
Quadient maintains a network of offices across the country to provide
local customer support and trained technicians who are ready to assist
you. You can be confident that when you need knowledgeable support or
expert service, the point-of-contact will be a Quadient office in your area
consisting of a team of local professionals.

About Quadient®
Quadient is the driving force behind the world’s most meaningful customer experiences. By focusing on Intelligent Communication
Automation, Parcel Locker Solutions and Mail-Related Solutions, Quadient helps hundreds of thousands of customers worldwide
simplify the connection between people and what matters. For more information about Quadient, visit quadient.com.

